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THE AIM OF THE STRATEGIC INVESTMENT’ S
FRAMEWORK
The concept idea of Strategic Investments’ framework, has been created
as “emergency law”, on 2010, when the economic crisis in Greece
showed up the need of new legal tools, in order to create flexible and
safe regulative mechanism on high budget investments’ licensing
procedure. That seemed to be the only way to reclaim any competitive
advantages of our country and tide over the crisis.

OBSTACLES & GAPS

Βureaucracy, complicated procedure and the precarity of cancellation have
always been the most serious obstacles on investments’ licensing, since the
average licensing time was a decade and that was unacceptable. At the same
time, an holistic Administrative Reform was in progress.

DEFINITION OF STRATEGIC INVESTMENTS

So, by Law 3894/2010, which has been proposed and implemented by
the Ministry of Economy- Development and Tourism, the definition of
strategic investments has been regulated, as “investments of great
quantitative and quality results on Economy”.

THE ROLE OF THE INTERMINISTERIAL COMMITTEE

By the same law, we’ve got also the Inter-ministerial Committee on
Strategic Investments, participated by the co-authorized ministers, as
stake holders, who would approved the Investments, by the introduction
of “Invest in Greece” entity.

THE “FAST TRACK” PROCEDURE

Finally, we’ve got a short of more flexible and licensing framework for
those investments, known as “Fast track”.

THE CRUCIAL IMPORTANCE OF AN ONE STOP SHOP
LICENSING AUTHORITY

•

Was that enough? The answer is “no”. Something was still missing and
that was, an One Stop Shop Licensing Authority, which would be capable
to accelerate the hole procedure, fast, by law and environmental safety.

•

So, the fast track framework has been improved on 2013, by Law
4146/2013.

ATTRACTION, ASSESSMENT AND INTRODUCTION OF
INVESTMENTS
According that, the former “Invest in Greece” S.A. which has been
renamed as “Enterprise Greece” S.A. remains on the scope of
investments attraction, assessment and introduction to the Interministerial Committee.

STRUCTURE OF THE GENERAL DIRECTORATE
OF STRATEGIC INVESTMENTS
The General Directorate of Strategic Investments has also been
established as a Central Licensing entity, an one stop shop Service,
divided in two Directorates, the Directorate Developing Strategy and the
Directorate of Licensing. Both Directorates have departments, referring
to the sub-authorities of the Service and staffed by experts.

THE NEW LEGAL FRAMEWORK
•

Having the experience of Public Investments’ Framework, the legislator
introduced some new legal tools, as:

•

a. Special “land uses” for the Strategic Investments, similar to the Public
Investments, covering many sectors as is tourism, industry, secondary
production, energy, waste management and recycling e.t.c.

•

b. Quick and safe procedure, following national and European law rules,
including the Environmental Public Consultation and the Stake Holders’
Opinion Giving Procedure, on Strategic or simple Environmental Impact
Assessments.

•

c. Special Spatial Plans on Strategic Investments, as presidential decrees,
in which all environmental terms are also incorporated. Those particular
presidential decrees, as they are put in force after the Council of State’s
preventive approval, have been considered as “legal guarantees” on
investments progress.

RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

The new framework is fully in place since January 2014 and we already
have the first, satisfying results, in a short time, in the average of
European administrative terms and even shorter.

DIFFICULTIES AND OBSTACLES

We’ve found many difficulties in that effort. Most of all, we’ve faced the
public distrust, of investors who doubted on the effectiveness of that
new entity, of the environmental organizations who have been
questioning about the environmental and spatial sensitivity of that “fast
track” logic and also of other Public Authorities, who had that
responsibility at the first place.

THE MISSION OF THE GENERAL DIRECTORATE
OF STRATEGIC INVESTMENTS

We believe that, after one and a half year in operation, the General
Directorate of Strategic Investments: managed to handle the cases of
strategic investments and prove that, a quick licensing system could be
also a constitutional, legal, modern, friendly to the environment and
mostly effective system. A valuable tool for the development and the job
creation, in such a difficult time.

THE CASE OF THE “KOILADA HILLS”
STRATEGIC INVESTMENT IN TOURISM

Today, we’ve chosen to present you, as a case study, the first strategic
investment in tourism, “Koilada Hills”, which has been settled by a
Special Spatial Plan (ESXACHE). The relative presidential decree has
been published on December 2014.

INTRODUCTION TO THE “KOILADA HILLS” PROJECT
•

A few words about the Killada Hills project:

•

That will be developed in the municipality Hermionida Valley region of Argolida an area 2,000
acres.

•

The investment is expected to build on and bring hitherto untapped natural and cultural
resources and to enhance the aesthetics of the area, without adversely affecting the
characteristics of the natural environment.

•

The investment consists of hotel, holiday homes, golf leisure and beach club.

•

The KILADA HILLS resort operates on an annual basis with strict sustainable development
criteria and commitments and is expected to bring significant benefits to our country as at least
600 direct jobs during the period of operation and 2,000 jobs during the construction period.
Moreover, the investment is expected to result in the creation of satellite occupations and jobs in
the region, to generate significant revenues from taxes and social security contributions, to
generate foreign exchange inflow and improve the competitiveness of the country and the region
with the emergence of a tourist destination particularly high level. The total budget of the
investment is EUR 418 million. Euro.
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